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The DOOp_mask_v1.0.0.csv and DOOp_mask_v1.0.0.h5 files contains latitude limits imposed by 
Daylight-Only Operations (DO-Op) on the acquisition of CloudSat Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR) 
observations.  These limits were composited as functions of the day of year using multiple years 
(2012-2016) of DO-Op observations. The files contain the same data in different formats.

These limits were applied to CPR observations during the Full Operations (Full-Op) period 
(2006-2010) to create a dataset that mimics the sampling of the DO-Op period.  This Full-Op-
Resampled (Full-Op-R) dataset was used in Milani and Wood (2021) to examine the impacts of 
DO-Op sampling on snowfall characteristics derived from the CloudSat snowfall product 2C-
SNOW-PROFILE (Wood and L'Ecuyer, 2018).

The columns in DOOp_mask_v1.0.0.csv contain ("NH" = Northern Hemisphere, "SH" = Southern 
Hemisphere):

   1. Day of year
 2. NH ascending track, minimum latitude
 3. NH ascending track, maximum latitude
 4. SH ascending track, minimum latitude
 5. SH ascending track, maximum latitude
 6. NH descending track, minimum latitude
 7. NH descending track, maximum latitude 
 8. SH descending track, minimum latitude
 9. SH descending track, maximum latitude

In DOOp_mask_v1.0.0.h5, see the metadata for the variables 'day_of_year' and 'latitude_bounds' 
for a description of the contents.

Note that NaN values in the files indicate days for which DO-Op causes no valid observations to 
be taken for the Southern Hemisphere descending track.

For each pair of minimum and maximum latitudes associated with a particular hemisphere and 
ascending or descending track, the latitude pair provides the latitudes between which CloudSat 
profiles should be retained to mimic DO-Op sampling.
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